In defence of appraisal
John Launer
Every registered doctor in the United
Kingdom has to have an annual appraisal.
This involves completing an extensive
online form with reflections on the activity
of the previous year, including details of
continuing professional development
(CPD), quality improvement projects,
significant
events,
feedback
from
colleagues and patients, and any
complaints and compliments received.1
The most important part of the exercise
takes place a couple of weeks after this, in
a one-to-one meeting with a colleague to
review the completed form, generally in
the context of a more wide-ranging discussion that covers the job, welfare and aspirations of the doctor concerned. This
system was first introduced by the General
Medical Council (GMC) in 2002, and
then strengthened as one of the consequences of a judicial inquiry into the
murders committed by the general practitioner, Dr Harold Shipman.2 Since 2012,
British doctors have also had to undergo
regular revalidation in order to continue
in practice, and one of the requirements of
this is to have satisfactory appraisals in
each of the 5 years leading up to it. A
modified version of this arrangement has
recently been introduced for nurses in the
United Kingdom as well.3
A few other countries have introduced
elements of appraisal and revalidation
similar to the British approach, especially
the emphasis on CPD,4 but nowhere else
has adopted an entire system on this scale.
The individual reactions of doctors abroad
to the idea of such a system presumably
range from admiring its thoroughness
and the potential protection it offers to
patients, to being aghast at the time, costs,
bureaucracy and level of state control
involved. Within the United Kingdom
itself, appraisal remains the focus of strong
negative emotions among some doctors.
One persistent critic has been the popular
medical columnist Margaret McCartney. A piece she wrote entitled ‘The
false god of appraisal’5 attracted a large
number of vividly-expressed responses
from colleagues in support. In the article,
she questioned why medical colleges had
signed up for ‘this time wasting, navelgazing and expensive process’ without
questioning whether the endeavour was
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evidence-based. McCartney has a national
reputation as a champion of evidencebased practice, but the piece was uncharacteristically anecdotal. She referred
merely to ‘several doctors’ she knew who
had had ‘vile slurs written on feedback
documents,’ but she did not cite any of the
extensive research into appraisal and its
effects. While showing up some negative
aspects of appraisal, especially the risk of
it becoming a tick-box exercise,6 the literature actually demonstrates that doctors
by and large find it beneficial in terms of
enhancing their learning, improving their
practice or encouraging their professional
development.7–10

Objective data

Misconceptions about appraisal abound,
and some appeared in the responses
to McCartney’s piece. Appraisal is not
designed to ‘detect the next Shipman.’
This was never its original purpose, and
it patently could not do so. (Shipman
himself seems to have been a very competent and conscientious physician, and
anyone as wicked as him would also no
doubt be clever enough to submit an
exemplary appraisal.) Views formed by
appraisers can never in themselves lead to
any disciplinary action, let alone a refusal
of revalidation. Appraisers cannot actually
‘fail’ anyone. Sometimes they ask doctors
to provide more information to help form
a fuller impression of what their practice is like. On rare occasions, appraisers
may have concerns that they feel they
should pass on to the local regulator. Such
concerns are then triangulated with a
great deal of other information, including
any objective data that already exists on
a doctor’s performance. No action is ever
taken solely on the basis of an appraiser’s
view. Appraisees give anonymous feedback on their appraisers, can record an
objection to anything an appraiser has
written in a summary of the discussion, or
request a change of appraiser.
Another common criticism of appraisal
is that the ‘formative’ or developmental
support that it aims to offer is incompatible with the ‘summative’ or performance-related judgement that underlies
revalidation. In fact, a moment’s reflection
makes it obvious that there is almost no
activity in medical or educational practice
– including consultations with patients
– where doctors do not need to move
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flexibly between the two approaches,
encouraging people to fulfil their potential whenever possible, but having to articulate concerns when needed. The obvious
analogy is in the way we might promote
a patient’s well-being for many years, but
then have to make an adverse report if
they become unable to drive safely or to
look after children. In reality, conversations about development and performance
cannot be neatly separated.
In measured debates about appraisal,
the crucial aspect usually identified is that
it is a complex, multi-faceted intervention
undertaken by appraisers and appraisees
with a very wide range of motivations,
training and skills, and in a variety of
health service contexts. These contexts
range from highly sophisticated ones
where reflection and self-regulation are
the norm, to ones that are dysfunctional.
It is hardly surprising that doctors’ experiences of appraisal are diverse, and their
consequent views about the subject equally
so. In this context, it makes little sense to
claim that it is either wholly a ‘false god’
or an unalloyed good. Assuming appraisal
is here to stay, it is more worthwhile to
examine the elements most likely to
enhance its value to doctors as opposed to
reducing it to an empty ritual.

Behaviour change and selfaffirmation

In this respect the most useful guidance
probably comes from a paired set of
papers by Nicola Brennan from Plymouth University and her team, who offer
a ‘realist’ review of how appraisal can
achieve its desired effects.11 12 Realist
reviews take the approach of analysing an
existing intervention and examining what
works, for whom, in what circumstances
and in what respects. Brennan’s team analysed 125 relevant articles on the subject in
order to establish which particular circumstances led to which kinds of outcomes.
Elements that they found can produce
behaviour change in an appraisee included
a positive attitude towards appraisal, a
highly skilled appraiser, and a working
environment supportive of appraisal. A
skilled appraiser can also identify when
the appraisee is strong in a particular
area and then provide positive feedback,
leading to reflection, insight and self-affirmation. A trusting relationship between
the participants also makes a difference.
When these contexts are absent – with an
unskilled appraiser, an unsupportive environment, and an appraisee with a negative
attitude towards the whole process – the
outcome is likely to be ‘denial’, in the
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form of game-playing and perfunctory
box-ticking.
This review, probably the most systematic to date, certainly confirms my own
impressions as an appraiser and educator.
Good training and selection of appraisers,
together with resources to help doctors
and organisations use the process fruitfully, are essential. Training appraisees
in the skills for reflective writing can be
particularly helpful in making appraisal
less daunting and more productive.13
Personally, I have had an overwhelmingly
positive experience of appraisal on both
sides of the conversation. At its best, it can
be akin to good mentorship or coaching
in terms of the personal and professional
development it can stimulate, particularly in relation to career decisions.14
Another impact I have seen over the years,
although it is not covered in the literature,
is that appraisal has encouraged dialogue
and an exchange of information among
colleagues in a way that was previously
very uncommon. Twenty years ago, it was
possible to work as a general practitioner
within a few hundred metres of another
practice that one had never entered, knew
absolutely nothing about, and had never
learnt anything from. The same was true
of hospital doctors working on adjacent
corridors or floors. With local colleagues
now regularly appraising each other, you
can no longer be a lone wolf, either in
respect of your strengths, or of your weaknesses. I believe the professional discussions and connexions that have resulted
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from appraisal have played a part in
bringing about significant culture change
in the profession.
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